Finding Cultural Holes: How Structure and Culture Diverge in Networks of Scholarly Communication
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Abstract: Divergent interests, expertise, and language form cultural barriers to communication. No formalism has been available to characterize these “cultural holes.” Here we use information theory to measure cultural holes and demonstrate our formalism in the context of scientific communication using papers from JSTOR. We extract scientific fields from the structure of citation flows and infer field-specific cultures by cataloging phrase frequencies in full text and measuring the relative efficiency of between-field communication. We then combine citation and cultural information in a novel topographic map of science, mapping citations to geographic distance and cultural holes to topography. By analyzing the full citation network, we find that communicative efficiency decays with citation distance in a field-specific way. These decay rates reveal hidden patterns of cohesion and fragmentation. For example, the ecological sciences are balkanized by jargon, whereas the social sciences are relatively integrated. Our results highlight the importance of enriching structural analyses with cultural data.
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S

tructural holes have provided a fruitful framework for analyzing the benefits that people and institutions reap from their location in a social network. Those whose networks span gaps in the social fabric obtain information, resources, and control through brokering social actors on either side. They also experience greater freedom of action (Burt, 1992). Those with no bordering holes experience greater competition for resources and increased constraint. Riffing on this generative term, Pachucki and Breiger coined the companion concept of “cultural holes” to label an emerging theme in cultural analysis (Pachucki and Breiger, 2010). This theme emphasizes that common culture—shared meanings, tastes, and interests—enables ties between individuals and institutions. When common culture is absent, the resulting “cultural hole” makes existing ties impoverished and new ties improbable or impossible. In other words, gaps in the cultural fabric may make it problematic or profitless to bridge coinciding gaps in the social fabric (Xiao and Tsui, 2007). Social actors who are structurally or physically proximate may be kept apart by deep divergences in matters of concern.

Despite widespread interest in the notion of cultural holes, no unifying measurement framework like Burt’s (1992) calculus of structural constraint has emerged to locate or quantify them. This is largely to be expected, given their recent introduction. But formalization is made doubly difficult by the breadth of what sociologists label “culture,” from tastes (Erickson, 1996; Lizardo, 2006; Vaisey and Lizardo, 2010) and values (Homans, 1961) to formal differences in artistic genres (Han, 2003; Sonett, 2004) or rifts between institutional logics (Friedland, 2009). Nevertheless, underlying the apparent diversity of cultural objects is a common capacity to circulate. This suggests an analytical focus on human communication, construed here as the processes through which values, tastes, styles, and logics are transmitted. Indeed, cultural circulation is typically analyzed through its symbolic or linguis-
tic traces, and scholars of culture have explored the semiotics of everything from slang, gesture, and clothing to electronics and condoms (Tavory and Swidler [2009]. Even idiosyncratic cultural variations like the “important matters” probed by the General Social Survey are revealed through communication and comprise unusual, chatty topics like “eating less red meat” or “cloning headless frogs” (Bearman and Parigi [2004]). In other words, communication reflects a vast array of cultural objects and differences, ranging from matters of concern to forms of personal expression.

Insofar as culture is characterized by its shared, communicated quality—and differences in communicated content reflect underlying cultural differences in taste and interest—we define cultural holes in terms of the communicative burden placed on parties to an interaction. To put an ethnomet hodological gloss on this definition, more work is required to sustain an interaction when underlying cultural differences lead one or both parties to transmit a stream of unfamiliar and unexpected symbols or behaviors (Garfinkel [1991]). More concretely, consider “epistemic cultures” in science (Knorr-Cetina [1999]) and their use of culture-specific language, or jargon. Jargon reflects a culture’s matters of special concern, focus, and expertise, often through the coinage of compressed terms for frequently-used referents (arguably, this is exactly what Pachucki and Breiger have done with “cultural hole”). “Every science requires a special language,” wrote the French philosopher Etienne Bonnot de Condillac, “because every science has its own ideas” (de Condillac [1782]). This maxim makes two points that are often overlooked in the quantitative analysis of scientific communication, although these points generalize to all forms of human communication. First, each (scientific) culture has an extensive mental catalog of concepts that reflect distinct concerns (de Condillac’s “ideas”). Second, (scientific) cultures often develop specialized terms (jargon) to refer efficiently to the most common concepts. Discipline-specific jargon allows scientists to communicate with other members of their discipline more concisely and precisely than would be possible using everyday language. When an evolutionary biologist uses the term fitness landscape, this is a highly condensed shorthand for comparing expected relative reproductive success across multiple genotypes. An intertidal ecologist would require little further explanation to understand fitness landscape, but a financial economist might need to spend a long time on Wikipedia before she got a handle on it. Compared to the ecologist, the economist would need to put more interpretive work into sustaining the interaction. In other words, not only does every science have its own ideas, but these ideas, and their associated jargon, may or may not overlap with those dear to other disciplines.1 Note that the same linguistic compressions occur in a regional dialect, a subcultural lingo, or a criminal argot, although the balance of intentions behind the compression—efficient communication with insiders or cultural distinction from and exclusion of outsiders—may vary from case to case.

These simple observations have profound implications for the study of culture and its communication. In science, information does not flow seamlessly from author to publication to reader. It is expressed in a particular language, reflecting particular concerns, with important consequences for its transmission. Jargon allows scientists to communicate new results quickly and effectively within the context of discipline-specific paradigms and interests, but it inhibits efficient knowledge transfer in many other situations (see Basil Bernstein’s work on restricted and elaborated codes [Bernstein [1964]) for a similar concept). To list just a few examples, specialist language impedes communication when sharing medical information with a patient (Reach [2009]), publishing material intended for public outreach (Richardson [2010]), and presenting technical information to a multidisciplinary audience (Bischof and Eppler [2010]). Indeed, jargonistic compression can be used intentionally to obscure information (jargon as encryption) or reify cultural boundaries (jargon as shibboleth; Sokal and Bricmont [1998]). Technical language in patents provides an extreme case of deliberate obscurantism (Feldman [2008]). In other words, jargon accelerates the flow of information within disciplines by compressing language, but impedes communication between disciplines and makes knowledge transfer more difficult. As interests diverge and jargon becomes

---

1 Consider “backward induction” versus “satisficing” as explanations for action; the underlying ideas and beliefs are not only distinct but mutually exclusive. We thank Gabriel Rossman for suggesting this example.
more central to scientific discourse in an area, it creates a chasm—a cultural hole—that impedes easy access from outside. This trade-off between efficient communication within local cultures and inefficient communication between them merits closer attention. No general framework has been available for exploring how jargon and the underlying patterns of interest affect the structure of communication, and vice versa. In this article, we introduce an information-theoretic model of communication and develop a simple measure of cultural holes with a clear qualitative interpretation. To illustrate our method, we deploy it on a large collection of scientific papers in the JSTOR corpus. These articles have both full-text and citation information. This allows us to relate cultural information (captured by the full text) with structural traces of interaction (captured by the citation network). In citation networks, nodes represent papers and directed links represent citations among papers. We use the citation network to extract the macroscopic structure of scientific fields in JSTOR, building on extensive work that maps science in this way, e.g., (Leydesdorff and Rafols, 2008; Small, 1999; Boyack et al., 2005); see “Data and Methods” for an extended technical description.

Note that our cultural holes measure to scientific fields as identified using the map equation, this approach can be applied to any meaningful grouping of documents, authors, or corpora and can scale down to individual journals, authors, and articles. Indeed, a similar methodology is currently in use to screen submissions to the online preprint server ArXiv (P. Ginsparg, private communication, February 28, 2013). Articles with excessive jargon distance from existing fields are likely to be produced by authors outside the mainstream research community, on topics from perpetual motion machines to perpetual motion machines to novel theories of everything.

Using Information Theory to Model Scholarly Culture and Communication

To quantify the communicative burden imposed by cultural holes, we construct a simple model of symbolic communication. To make the discussion concrete, we describe the model in the context of science, but it is very general in scope. We first consider a model for optimal communication within a given scientific culture/field; then we quantify the penalty for using these languages between fields. In the “Data and Methods” section, we show how to operationalize all building blocks of our model using a corpus that combines structural (citation) and cultural (text) traces.

Imagine a writer communicating with a reader through a channel, for example, a scientific article (Shannon, 1948). Let $\mathcal{X}$ denote the space of all phrases that the writer and the reader might use to communicate; these phrases broadly correspond to concepts. The writer is characterized by a codebook $P_i$ that maps from phrases to code-words; the subscript $i$ denotes the writer’s field of science or scholarship. The codebook $P_i$ has a corresponding probability distribution over a random variable $X_i$, with values $x \in \mathcal{X}$. This probability distribution tracks the importance of each phrase in field $i$; important phrases are used frequently, for example, fitness landscape in evolutionary biology. The writer generates a message by drawing phrases at random with probability $p_i(x)$. In other words, she chooses phrases in proportion to their importance in her particular scientific culture. Now imagine that she transcribes the phrases into codewords from whatever “language” is appropriate for her reader’s scholarly field, using that field’s codebook $P_j$. We assume that the language of each scientific field is optimized based on how frequently a given phrase is used. This assumption is commonly used to explain the power-law distribution of English words (Zipf, 1935, 1949). The optimum codeword for a phrase $x$ used in field $i$ with probability $p_i(x)$ has length $-\log_2 p_i(x)$ in bits (Cover and Thomas, 1991).

$^2$Although we apply our cultural holes measure to scientific fields as identified using the map equation, this approach can be applied to any meaningful grouping of documents, authors, or corpora and can scale down to individual journals, authors, and articles. Indeed, a similar methodology is currently in use to screen submissions to the online preprint server ArXiv (P. Ginsparg, private communication, February 28, 2013). Articles with excessive jargon distance from existing fields are likely to be produced by authors outside the mainstream research community, on topics from perpetual motion machines to novel theories of everything.

$^3$Of course, unless she is writing explicitly for an interdisciplinary audience, she will write in the language of her own field. The transcription process described here is a useful fiction, allowing us to estimate the effort required when readers from various fields decode the resulting text.
We use codeword length as a proxy for interpretive effort. Short codewords take less time and effort to “unpack” than long codewords. In essence, we turn the Zipfian principle of least effort around; assuming field-specific language is optimized for internal consumption, we can use phrase frequency and hence codeword length to infer interpretive effort.

First, consider a scientist from field $i$ sending a message to a reader from the same field. Writer and reader have the same probability distribution and codebook, denoted by the blue boxes.

The writer selects phrase $x$ with probability $p_i(x)$. Because she and her reader have the same codebook, she encodes $x$ with a codeword of length $-\log_2 p_i(x)$. The expected message length per phrase is simply the Shannon entropy of $X_i$ given probability distribution $p_i(x)$:

$$H(X_i) = -\sum_{x \in X} p_i(x) \log_2 p_i(x). \tag{1}$$

This result follows directly from the Shannon source coding theorem (Shannon, 1948). Indeed, this is the most efficient encoding of messages generated by sampling phrases $x \in X$ with the writer’s probability distribution $p_i(x)$. In cultures where many phrases are used with equal probability (i.e., probability mass is spread evenly across phrases), the entropy will be large, as will the average message length per phrase. If some phrases are used very frequently, the entropy will be smaller. These two situations model the efficiency of jargon for communication within fields.

Now consider the more interesting case, in which the writer and the reader come from different fields and have different codebooks. This situation is represented below.

What is the average message length per phrase, given that the writer now encodes phrases optimally for a reader in a different field? Denote the writer’s probability distribution over phrases $p_i(x)$ and the reader’s probability distribution $p_j(x)$. The writer selects phrases $x$ with probability $p_i(x)$ and encodes them in codewords with length $-\log_2 p_j(x)$. The expected length of the writer’s message per phrase is then the cross entropy of the two distributions (Cover and Thomas, 2006), that is, the entropy of $X_i$ given $p_i(x)$ plus the Kullback–Leibler divergence between $p_i$ and $p_j$ (Kullback and Leibler, 1951):

$$Q(p_i||p_j) = -\sum_{x \in X} p_i(x) \log_2 p_j(x). \tag{2}$$

This quantity will always be larger than the Shannon entropy; a message sent to a reader in a different culture will, on average, be longer than the same message sent to a reader in the same one. Intuitively, a longer message will require more effort to read and understand than a shorter message, such that communication is more costly. Most of the extra cost incurred comes from phrases that are common in the author’s field but rare in his or her reader’s field. Nontechnical phrases (“here we show”) will have comparable frequencies in both fields. If a particular phrase $y$ is used very frequently in field $i$ and very rarely in field $j$, the respective codewords will vary enormously in length, $-\log_2 p_i(y) \ll -\log_2 p_j(y)$. Insofar as the length of codewords corresponds to the time or effort required to decipher a message, an article written by someone in field $i$ will require a reader from field $j$ to expend much more energy to understand it than a reader from field $i$. The different message lengths thus reflect the inefficient communication between fields with distinct scientific cultures. In the worst case scenario, the two cultures concentrate their probability mass (i.e., interests) on completely disjoint subsets of phrases.

Technically, codewords must have integer lengths $-\log_2 p_i(x)$ is the noninteger codeword length that gives the correct lower bound on the optimal average codeword length, $H(X_i) = -\sum_{x \in X} p_i(x) \log_2 p_i(x)$.

One could equivalently interpret $-\log_2 p_i(x)$ as the surprisal associated with the use of phrase $x$ and $H(X_i)$ as the expected surprisal of a reader from field $i$ reading a text generated according to the interests of field $i$, that is, her own interests.

Again, keep in mind that this encoding is really a proxy for how much effort will be required from a reader in a different field.

As was famously described by C. P. Snow in a lecture rather appropriately titled “The Two Cultures” (Snow and Collini, 2012).
ing a reader from the one to look up nearly every phrase used by an author in the other.

With these results in hand, we can quantify the efficiency of communication from field $i$ to field $j$ as the ratio of the average message length within field $i$ to the average message length between fields,

$$E_{ij} = \frac{H(X_i)}{Q(p_i||p_j)} = -\frac{\sum_{x \in X} p_i(x) \log_2 p_i(x)}{-\sum_{x \in X} p_i(x) \log_2 p_j(x)}, \quad (3)$$

and similarly define the cultural hole experienced by a reader from field $j$ reading an article in field $i$ as $C_{ij} = 1 - E_{ij}$. We define the cultural hole around field $i$ as $C_i = \sum_j C_{ij} / N$, where we sum over the $N = 60$ potential “reading” fields.

This operationalization of cultural holes, though simple, has several advantages. First, unlike most attempts to quantify semantic information or measure cultural distance, ours is based on an explicit model of communication and has firm information-theoretic foundations (Cover and Thomas, 2006). Second, because we are agnostic about what scholarly “phrases” are, we can incorporate many kinds of language, from mathematical formulae to canonical cases in legal scholarship. Moreover, we can incorporate other signals beyond those from language, like articles of clothing worn or gestures performed—anything for which we can define a probability distribution over types and hence a proxy for interpretive effort. Finally, our framework is easily extensible to more complex models of phrase and signal generation, to hierarchical structure in the codebook, and so on, so long as the model assigns a probability to the appropriate semantic units.

### Data and Methods

To illustrate our approach, we measure the cultural holes between scholarly cultures or fields in JSTOR. Recall that our method requires both the identification of “fields” and the assembly of “codebooks” that capture the culture of a field through its probability distribution over phrases. Fields are identified based on patterns of citation between articles using the map equation (Rosvall and Bergstrom, 2008). To assess culture, we assembled catalogs of phrases and their field-specific frequency distributions using full-text trigrams (distinct three word combinations) drawn from a representative subsample of articles in each field written between 1990 and 2010. These frequency distributions serve as the codebooks in our model of scholarly communication. In this section, we provide technical details on field identification and codebook creation. We also describe our procedures for measuring distance between fields and visualizing cultural holes as chasms on a citation map.

### Field Identification

We studied 60 large scientific fields in the JSTOR citation network. This network includes more than 1.5 million interconnected articles. We identified fields using the map equation (Rosvall and Bergstrom, 2008), an algorithm for extracting the community structure of complex networks (Fortunato, 2010; Lancichinetti and Fortunato, 2009).

The map equation has been used extensively to extract scientific fields in citation networks, e.g., (Rosvall and Bergstrom, 2008). In our case, the map equation tracks scholarly citation flow in the JSTOR corpus. It partitions the articles into fields to minimize the description of an idealized researcher who navigates from article by article by following citations at random. The fields are the regularities that best compress the citation flow; in this sense, they are optimal. In practice, a field corresponds to a set of articles among which the idealized researcher would spend a long time before transitioning to another field.10

---

8To our knowledge, the closest alternative is (Livne et al., 2011), which uses the symmetrized Kullback–Leibler divergence to measure the semantic similarity of Twittering politicians. Although this shares our information-theoretic orientation, in our context, the cross entropy is easier to interpret.

9To make this more plausible, consider the difficulty of correctly interpreting conventional gestures outside of their cultural context—Google “peace sign in Australia.”

---

10Because citation networks are time directed, however, this idealized random walk approach can cause older articles to accumulate flow disproportionately. To resolve this, we used the undirected version of the citation network to infer the stationary distribution of the random walk (removing the time–directionality and the consequent problem of citation sinks). We then evaluated the quality of proposed partitions using the directed network.
Selecting the Sample and Naming Fields

To assure that conclusions about the culture of a given scientific field were well-founded, we first eliminated from the sample any field with fewer than 1,000 papers. This assures that the field in question is well-covered by JSTOR. We further restricted our sample to papers published between 1990 and 2010, to focus our analysis on contemporary science; any fields with fewer than 500 papers within this 20-year window were discarded. These sampling steps resulted in 78 fields. The logic behind our sampling procedure is straightforward: we wanted to make sure that we had enough papers from a field to construct reasonable proxies of its contemporary scientific culture. Note that scholarly fields vary in their representation in JSTOR. This heterogeneous coverage is responsible for the absence of many prominent scientific disciplines, such as physics, from our analysis.

Field names were then chosen manually, after identifying the phrases that best distinguish each cluster by measuring the mutual information between phrase \(i\) and cluster \(j\) \cite{Manning2008}. A list of the “most distinguishing phrases” for each cluster is available as supplementary material.

Because of the computational costs of calculating cultural holes, we further reduced the size of the sample from 78 to 60. These 60 fields were chosen to maintain balance across the major domains of scholarship in JSTOR. In particular, we retained every field in statistics and molecular biology. In ecology and evolution, we selected fields when some fields use trigram phrases (e.g., fluorescent protein) more frequently. Note that scholarly fields vary in their coverage is responsible for the absence of many prominent scientific disciplines, such as physics, from our analysis.

We are thus confident that our results are robust for scholarly domains and fields that are well-represented in JSTOR.

Codebooks

The phrase frequency distribution \(P_i\) for each scholarly field (its “codebook”) was assembled using the empirical frequency of each triplet of consecutive words (trigram) in a random sample of 500 articles in that field, published between 1990 and 2010. We chose 500 because it was the largest number of articles that we could sample from every field in the study period; some fields had just over 500 articles from 1990 to 2010, making larger samples impossible. Samples of approximately 100 articles yielded a consistent field-level entropy, so we are confident that a larger 500–article sample is sufficient for our analysis.

In computational linguistics, a statistical language model assigns a probability to a sequence of \(m\) words \(P(w_1, \ldots, w_m)\) by means of a probability distribution. Language models built on trigrams are especially reliable; they capture substantial complexity (syntactic structure and conditional probabilities between words) while being easy to implement. In many cases, more complicated language models reveal little additional information \cite{Jelinek1991}. We removed some function and stop words from the trigrams to decrease the overall number of terms in the database\footnote{Deleted words include a, another, behind, no, none, something, such, than, that, wherever, will. A complete list of these removed words, and more detailed methodology, are available in the supplementary material.}. This procedure yields an augmented trigram language model, including bigrams and single words when flanked with stop words\footnote{Using an augmented trigram model will, in principle, improve our ability to detect language differences across fields when some fields use trigram phrases (e.g., green fluorescent protein) more frequently.}

To apply our information-theoretic model of scholarly communication (see “Using information theory to model scholarly culture and communication”) to real data, we need the codebooks for field \(i\) and \(j\) to contain the same phrases \((\text{domain}[P_i]=\text{domain}[P_j])\) so that a concept from field \(i\) can always be expressed in the codebook of field \(j\). To ensure this, we introduce a teleportation parameter \(\alpha\), which merges a discipline codebook \(P_i\) with the “corpus codebook” \(S\) generated from the articles of every field:

\[
\begin{align*}
\hat{p}_i^s(x) &= (1 - \alpha)p_i(x) + \alpha s(x) \\
\hat{p}_j^s(x) &= (1 - \alpha)p_j(x) + \alpha s(x),
\end{align*}
\]

where the lowercase \(p\) and \(s\) indicate the probability distribution function over phrases for the appropriate codebooks. Intuitively, this means that with some small probability \(\alpha\), the writer...
(or reader) consults not the discipline codebook $P_i$, but the corpus codebook $S$. The value of this parameter does not change our results, so we chose the intuitive value of 1 percent.

### Measuring Distance in the Citation Network

We measure distance in the citation network between fields $i$ and $j$ as follows. For randomly selected pairs of articles, one in field $i$ and one in field $j$, we calculate the distance-weighted sum of links in the shortest path between them. This topological distance is computed using the undirected version of the citation network. The average value of this quantity is an estimate of the average distance of the shortest path between these two fields. This estimated average path length provides our distance measure.

### Visualizing Cultural Holes

To construct the topographical map in Figure 3, we first embed the 60 fields in two dimensions using principal coordinates analysis (PCoA), that is, multidimensional scaling, as implemented in R [Borg and Groenen 2005]. We define the elements of the dissimilarity matrix using the average shortest path distance between two fields. We refer to the $xy$ coordinates of field $i$ as $F_x^i$ and $F_y^i$. Cultural canyons were calculated as the distance-weighted sum of pairwise, symmetrized cultural holes $C_{ij} = (C_{ij} + C_{ji})/2$.

The underlying logic is as follows. The height of each pixel in the map should be more affected by nearby fields. Thus we define a weight vector $w_{P_{xy}}$ for pixel $P_{xy}$ at position $x$ and position $y$. The components of this vector determine how much a given field $i$ contributes to the pixel height at position $x$, $y$:

$$w_{P_{xy}}^i = \left( \frac{(x - F_x^i)^2 + (y - F_y^i)^2}{\sqrt{(x - F_x^i)^2 + (y - F_y^i)^2}} \right)^{-\kappa},$$

where $\kappa$ is a parameter controlling how rapidly the influence of a given field falls off with distance. For Figure 3, we used $\kappa = 1$, so the weight is just the inverse distance. Finally, we exclude the nearest field $\max(w_{P_{xy}}^i)$ from calculations of the pixel height; inclusion of the nearest field leads to “defects” in the topographical map centered on each field (the sum is dominated by the self-hole $C_{ii} = 0$). The height of the pixel $P_{xy}$ is then given by

$$P_{xy} = \sum_{i \neq \max(w_{P_{xy}}^i)} \sum_{j \neq \max(w_{P_{xy}}^i), j \neq i} w_{P_{xy}}^i w_{P_{xy}}^j C_{ij}.$$
Figure 1: (A) Average cultural hole \( C_i = \sum_j C_{ij} / N \) across fields. Note that biological sciences are surrounded by systematically larger cultural holes than social sciences. (B) Total number of phrases (distinct three word combinations/trigrams) in each codebook. Note that there is no pattern at the domain level, that is, biological sciences (blue) and behavioral/social sciences (orange) do not vary systematically in the number of phrases. (C) Number of phrases per distinct word in each field. Note the systematic difference between biological sciences (blue) and behavioral sciences (orange). This pattern suggests that social science fields use fewer words in more combinations, whereas word combination in the biological sciences is more constrained.
ences are likely to contain many words poorly represented in the social science codebooks.

Second, we find that the structure of scientific communication as traced by citations is related to but distinct from the structure traced by cultural or semantic difference. In other words, structural and cultural holes do not precisely align. Hierarchical clustering analysis (UPGMA) of the average shortest citation path distances between fields yields a dendrogram that splits the biological from the social sciences at the domain level (Fig. 2A) (Sokal 1958); see “Data and Methods” for the estimation of citation path distance. When these fields are clustered by cultural hole, however, the dendrogram does not reflect these major domains (Fig. 2B). We perform this clustering using a symmetrized version of the cultural hole measure: $C_{ij} = (C_{ij} + C_{ji})/2$. Now, the subfields broadly corresponding to ecology and evolution are separated from the molecular fields (Figs. 2A and 2B, molecular fields shown in red). This separation reveals a deep cultural hole within biology that cuts across the flow of the citation network. In economics, a smaller cultural hole is revealed: growth economics and consumer theory are clustered with portfolio theory, option pricing, and time series analysis by citation (Fig. 2A, shown in blue). When clustered by the cultural hole measure, however, they group with subfields having to do with labor (Fig. 2B, also blue).

These exploratory findings suggest the need to combine structural information (from citations) and cultural information (from full-text) systematically. To visualize these cultural holes as they cut across the traditional citation-based map of science, we embed scholarly fields in a two-dimensional topography defined by citation and jargon (Fig. 3). The relative location of fields is determined by the citation flows between them. Fields with substantial citation flow are placed close together, and those with little flow are placed far apart. The topographical features of this landscape, in turn, are determined by jargon.

More specifically, the $x$ and $y$ coordinates of each field are assigned via principal coordinate analysis of the citation distances. We measure dissimilarity between fields using the average shortest citation path between them (goodness of fit = 0.25) (Borg and Groenen 2005). The depth of each pixel in the topographic overlay is a weighted average of the symmetrized cultural holes between nearby fields; see “Data and Methods” for details of map construction, including the dissimilarity matrix for PCoA and the weighting function. Deep chasms represent significant cultural holes. Researchers in fields separated by such holes must invest substantial resources to translate their neighbors’ articles and incorporate them into work within their field. Wading into another literature with substantial jargon will literally take the reader under water.

This visualization exposes several key features of scientific communication. First, maps of science based purely on the structure of citations are missing a large part of the story—just like maps of society based purely on social ties. The numerous cultural holes crosscutting this landscape make it clear that the efficient flow of information assumed by classical citation analysis is often impeded by jargon. Second, the large-scale structure of the map makes sense. The social sciences cluster together on the left, the biological sciences on the right. At least in JSTOR, statistics sits between the social and the biological sciences, reflecting its role as a common resource. Interestingly, the cultural hole between statistics and the social sciences is shallower than between statistics and the biological sciences. Within the social sciences, there is a relatively clear path, with small cultural holes, from education to psychology to sociology to economics and business. This reflects the relative coherence of the social sciences in terms of jargon and, by extension, matters of common concern. In the biological sciences, by contrast, many modest cultural holes separate clusters of fields, with a more substantial chasm between the ecological sciences (bottom right) and genetics, phylogenetics, and systematics (middle right). Molecular biology fields (upper right) are far from the rest of biology in both citation distance and jargon, with massive cultural holes cutting molecular biology off from nearly every discipline in JSTOR.

Visual inspection of our topographical map suggests that the landscape is more rugged in the biological sciences than in the social sciences. The biological sciences are more balkanized by jargon and hence have more differentiated local cultures, which are reflected by the terms of interest from their articles. To make this intuition precise, we exploit the fact that the cultural hole between
Figure 2: (A) Clustering the fields by shortest citation path. Note that the biological sciences cluster together on the left and the social and behavioral sciences cluster together on the right. (B) The biological sciences do not cluster together by symmetrized cultural hole $\tilde{C}_{ij}$. The molecular and cell biology subfields (red) are distant from the other biological science fields and the social science fields by jargon. Similarly, economic fields clustered by citation (blue) are grouped with other fields by jargon. Growth economics and consumer theory cluster with portfolio theory, option pricing, and time-series analysis by citation but with labor related fields (gender and labor; unemployment) by jargon. All clustering was performed using UPGMA, but the result holds for different clustering methods.
Figure 3: Topographical map of science combining textual and citation data. Fields that are close communicate frequently: positions in space are calculated by applying principal coordinate analysis to the matrix of shortest average citation paths and retaining the first and second principal coordinates. In this contour map, “oceans” (green shading to blue) represent the (negative of the) distance-weighted sum of symmetrized cultural holes between fields, $\tilde{C}_{ij}$; see “Data and Methods” for weighting function. Despite substantial citation flow between fields separated by these holes (e.g., survival analysis and medical outcomes), communication is inefficient. Note that social sciences cluster together on the left-hand side and biological sciences on the right-hand side, with statistics located between. Note also that molecular biology fields (upper right) are separated from other fields, including other biological sciences, by huge cultural holes, and that cultural holes sensibly separate the remaining fields (smaller panels). In the small panels, labels have been shifted slightly to reduce overlap and increase legibility.

Field $i$ and field $j$ grows with the average shortest citation path between them. Equivalently, the efficiency $E_{ij} = 1 - C_{ij}$ decays with citation distance. To control for possible differences in citation practices between fields or domains, we normalize our measure of citation distance. Specifically, we divide the average shortest path from an article in field $i$ to one in field $j$ by the average shortest path between two articles in field $i$. We then model the decay in communication efficiency with citation distance as

$$E_{ij} = 1 - \beta(1 - e^{-\gamma d_{ij}}),$$

where $d_{ij}$ is the normalized citation distance, $1 - \beta$ gives the asymptotic efficiency for fields at infinite distance, and $\gamma$ controls the decay of $E_{ij}$ with distance. Fits were obtained via nonlinear least squares in R. Figure 4A shows the field with the slowest decay (option pricing) and the field with the fastest decay (environmental toxicology). These examples suggest the conditions under which slow and fast decay occur. Fields with slow decay have substantial citation flow to several neighboring fields and relatively efficient communication with those fields, that is, small cultural holes. Fields with fast decay, by contrast, may have several fields at similar proximity but much less efficient communication with these fields, that is, deep semantic chasms. The decay rate $\gamma$ varies across fields (Fig. 4B).

This analysis suggests that the topographical features observed in Figure 3 are not an artifact of embedding the high-dimensional citation network in two dimensions. We find that the decay rate is higher in the biological sciences than the social sciences (Fisher’s exact test: top half vs. bottom half, $P < 0.0001$); in other words, the landscape of cultural holes in the biological sciences is indeed more rugged. There are a number of exceptions to this pattern, however; most surprisingly, several fields related to molecular biology have relatively small values of $\gamma$, so that efficiency of communication falls off slowly with citation distance. These counterexamples further illustrate that decay rate is not systematically related to the overall amount of jargon in a specific
field and hence the depth of the average cultural hole around it. Although the molecular biology fields have the most jargon in JSTOR (see Fig. 1A), decay rates for several of these fields are comparatively low, while two are very high (HIV and environmental toxicology).

**Discussion**

Our results suggest that combining the structural analysis of citation flows with explicit models of communication processes (e.g., jargon-induced cultural holes) exposes important features of scholarly communication. We further suggest that the interaction of the structural and cultural dimensions of scholarly communication reveals previously neglected social processes. For example, we argue that the decay of communicative efficiency with citation distance reflects the relative insularity of scholarly cultures or fields. Fields with faster decay rates are less accessible to others close by. Scholars working in these fields make extensive use of jargon not shared with neighboring fields, creating cultural holes that make inter-field communication less efficient. Readers from neighboring fields are sufficiently aware of this *nearby knowledge* to reference it but can only understand it through potentially prohibitive study and decoding. By contrast, scholars in fields with slow decay rates likely use jargon that is shared with neighboring fields—their probability distribution over phrases is similar—making their work much more accessible through phrases of common concern. The absence of cultural holes

---

Figure 4: (A) Efficiency of communication from focal field $i$ to target field $j$ ($E_{ij} = 1 - C_{ij}$) decays with the distance to field $j$ differently for different fields. Here we show the slowest decay (option pricing, dashed line) and the fastest decay (environmental toxicology, solid line) out of the 60 fields (see supporting information for others). (B) Decay rate $\gamma$ plotted for behavioral science fields (orange) and biological science fields (blue). Focal fields with fast decay tend to have few fields nearby with which communication is efficient. Those with slow decay have several neighbors with relatively small cultural holes, that is, efficient communication. Distance is computed using the normalized shortest path: the average shortest path from a paper in field $i$ to a paper in field $j$ divided by the average shortest path from a paper in field $i$ to another paper in field $i$. We subtract 1 from this value so that the normalized shortest path from a field to itself is 0. This normalization allows us to account for differences in citation norms that cause focal fields to be tightly or loosely connected, that is, to have a short or long average path distance within field.

---

14Similarly, the decay rate is not systematically related to number of distinct terms (Fig. 1B) for example, HIV and plant pathogens have a similar number of distinct terms (and similar average cultural holes) but wildly different decay rates.
makes communication between these scientific cultures much easier.

This varying relationship between shortest citation paths and communicative efficiency helps us interpret between-field differences in the average depth of cultural holes, $C_i$. Molecular and cell biology fields have the largest cultural hole measures $C_i$ in JSTOR (see Fig. 1A). The decay rate of some of these fields is quite slow, however, in comparison with other fields in the social and biological sciences. This surprising combination suggests that molecular and cell biology does not have substantial jargon—and, consequently, deep cultural holes—because it is insular or exclusionary, per se. Slow decay rates exclude this interpretation at the field level. Indeed, the three cell biology fields cluster close together in citation distance and have relatively shallow cultural holes between them, reflecting a substantial overlap in matters of interest. Instead, molecular biology fields have high jargon simply because they are remote from most other fields in JSTOR, both in citation distance and semantic distance, that is, matters of concern. By contrast, vole research is close to many fields by citation (in the ecology cluster), but its communicative efficiency decays quickly as a function of citation distance. Voles are small, mouselike rodents, and while vole research has only a moderate amount of jargon overall, it overlaps little in matters of interest with its neighbors (e.g., bat and bear research). Vole research is thus surrounded by a moat of jargon and is much more insular than many molecular biology fields. These cases illustrate that decay rate can be used to assess the relative insularity of different fields, taking into account the distance between fields in the citation network as measured by shortest path.

These examples suggest an interesting interpretation of the continuities and discontinuities between fields of science and scholarship in JSTOR. First, JSTOR fields fall into four great camps: the social sciences; the ecological and evolutionary branches of biology; the molecular and cellular branches of biology; and statistics. Concentrating on the substantive fields (social, ecological, and molecular), we note that each of these clusters, tied closely together by citation flow, is also united by concern with a particular scale (macroscopic and human; macroscopic and nonhuman; microscopic). The social sciences tend to have more shallow cultural holes, on average, and can communicate quite efficiently with neighboring social sciences. This suggests that these fields are not absorbed by particularities but instead share many matters of concern, remaining relatively integrated with one another. The ecological sciences, by contrast, have deeper cultural holes and communicate inefficiently with neighboring ecological fields. The example of vole research suggests a broader principle: these fields are absorbed in many particularities that they do not share with one another (I am concerned with voles; you with bears; she with bats). Finally, the molecular biological sciences are surrounded by deep cultural holes, but many communicate efficiently with their immediate neighbors. This reflects an orientation toward many shared particularities: the molecules and processes that form the physical substrate of life. It is especially interesting that the ecological sciences—popularly associated with holistic, anti–reductionist thinking—are so balkanized in their matters of concern, while the molecular sciences, despite dividing life into so many distinct building blocks, nevertheless seem more integrated at the semantic level. A deeper explanation of these patterns is beyond the scope of this paper, but note that none of this would be apparent from a pure citation or semantic analysis alone. Note also that all aspects of our formalism are portable to any other type of data involving structural relationships and cultures revealed in language or signs.

**Conclusion**

Information theory provides a simple but powerful framework with which to model communication...
cation and measure cultural holes. We demonstrated its utility through the analysis of scientific communication, a central project in the science of science (de Solla Price [1965]). Qualitative studies have considered content of communication in conjunction with citations (Cecarelli [2001]), but the vast majority of quantitative analyses rely exclusively on citations to map the structure and flow of scientific communication (Rosvall and Bergstrom [2008]). In cases where content is addressed directly, it is viewed as a substitute for citation analysis (Landauer et al. [2004] Gerrish and Blei [2010]), or citation patterns are used to construct a measure of semantic similarity (Moody and Light [2006]), or citations are treated as another type of content (Erosheva et al. [2004]). Livne et al. (2011) is an important exception, although focused on a distinct literature, that is, social media and politics.

In this paper, we have demonstrated that scholarly semantic information is not a substitute for citation analysis. Rather, the two sources of information are complementary, together revealing patterns that otherwise remain invisible. We introduced an easily understood measure of cultural and semantic distance, grounded in a simple model of communication. We then showed that the social and biological sciences differ systematically in their use of jargon and the patterning of associated cultural holes. We demonstrated that science takes on a different shape when viewed through citation or content alone and introduced two procedures for combining such information: first, an attractive and easily interpretable “topographical map” of science, in which citation structure establishes location and jargon establishes topography; and second, a rigorous procedure for capturing how communication efficiency scales with citation distance. Using these two procedures, we made several surprising discoveries about the structure of the scholarly fields in JSTOR: the coherence of the social sciences; the balkanization of ecological sciences by jargon; and the surprising coherence of molecular and cell biology in the face of its isolation from the other fields in our sample. Moreover, though we pilot this approach by analyzing the structure and culture of scientific communication, we believe that it can be straightforwardly applied to any system involving a network of structural relationships and a distribution of cultural symbols, signals, or phrases.

Our analysis of scientific communication has marked limitations. Sampled trigrams (three-word phrases) map imperfectly to the phrases of most interest to scientists and scholars. Currently we do not distinguish different types of phrases or mark out those of special scientific importance. Note, however, that using a more sophisticated language model, for example, one taking syntactic information into account, will in general refine but not substantially alter our cultural hole measurements and subsequent conclusions. Under our core assumption that frequently-encountered linguistic units are easy to understand and infrequently-encountered ones are hard to understand, the primary contribution to cultural holes between fields will still come from phrases that are used frequently in one field and rarely in another (capital asset pricing, Gibbs sampler, microtine cycles, vesicular stomatitis virus). A more sophisticated language model might avoid splitting phrases that are longer than three words, for example, Markov Chain Monte Carlo, but this is essentially a difference in accounting. Such a phrase will still contribute under a trigram model, and because cultural holes are computed as ratios, the actual values are unlikely to change significantly. Likewise, a more sophisticated language model might infer deeper cultural holes between fields in which the same phrase is used robustly in different grammatical roles, but such situations are hard to imagine. When the same phrase is used in different semantic contexts, it might reasonably count as distinct and therefore deepen the cultural hole, but this argument suggests that our measure is in general a lower bound ripe for subsequent refinement [18] Thus we are confident that our augmented trigram model provides a robust estimate of the cultural holes between two fields, given our general model of culture and communication.

More importantly, we cannot currently say why jargon is adopted: when it was introduced to maximize communicative efficiency within a

[18] In principle, we might underestimate the cultural holes between social science fields because we are failing to capture substantial differences in the context in which shared phrases are used. Such differences are unlikely in immediate neighbors, however, and thus unlikely to contribute to unmeasured balkanization in the social sciences.
field without regard to outside audiences (Kemp and Regier, 2012; Pawce and Higginson, 2012; Zipf, 1935, 1949), and when it was used to distinguish the field and excavate a cultural hole that limits oversight, association and loss of status (Bourdieu and Thompson, 1991; Coleman, 1985; Holmes and Meyerhoff, 1999). Nevertheless, we believe that our investigation sheds substantial new light on jargon’s distribution and its consequences for science. Future work that tags phrases and citations with temporality, authorship, institution, and semantic class (e.g., methods) may begin to disentangle the origins of jargon, the role of cultural holes in sustaining structural holes, and the circumstances in which actors can fill in cultural holes through intercultural communication. Similarly, research that identifies and interrogates the emergence of new symbols, signs, or phrases may be able to identify when efficiency or distinction is a primary motive for the creation of cultural holes.

More broadly, our findings point to a new research program in the analysis of culture and the science of science. On the empirical front, scholars now have a lean machinery to identify cultural holes and assess the efficiency of communication between communities as well as their relative insularity. On the methodological front, our framework can be extended to deal with complex syntactical rules and richer models of communication. Catalogs of technical terms can be expanded and structured to include term redundancy, hierarchy, and syntactic structure. Moreover, these lists can be broadened to include signals and symbols beyond written language. Communication rules can also be altered to capture the real social and cognitive processes through which scholars read and assess documents and people in other cultures evaluate messages of all types.

Though our analysis highlights major patterns in JSTOR and science at large, we have barely scratched the surface of this landscape of possibility. Cultural holes constantly evolve as collaborative dynamics change. What happens to field-specific jargon when two cultures merge? Do changes in citation drive changes in jargon, or vice versa? Do jargon and other semiotic markers follow standard evolutionary birth–death dynamics, producing the culture-level patterns we observe—or are they subject to additional social processes? Our results underline both the exploding opportunities in the large-scale structural analysis of culture (Bail, 2014) and the importance of building and interconnecting new models and sources of information as we seek to quantify, understand, and shape behavior in science (Evans and Foster, 2011).
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